


Why CrewBoss
CrewBoss is what it is because of the strong relationships that we build with our customers. 
From our sales team, to our customer service department, all the way down to the sewing 
floor, every one of us cares about you, your safety, and your experience with CrewBoss. 
We work hard every day to get you the right gear for your needs, and to ensure that your 
ordering process goes as smoothly as possible.

American Made
CrewBoss is the only FR Station Wear Brand that is 100% sourced and manufactured in the United States. We are 
committed to keeping jobs in America, and building your gear domestically also has other important advantages. 
Our entire management team works just steps away from the production floor, allowing for an unprecedented level 
of quality control and garment customization.

Built For You
On site manufacturing and made to order production enable CrewBoss to offer an unmatched level of 
customization. We thrive on learning a department’s specific needs, and involve them in the design process to 
produce garments that perfectly fit their requirements. Whether it is a simple modification to one of our existing 
products, an item that you have been told for years is not available, or the creation of an entirely new design,
we will do what it takes to get you in the right uniforms.
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CrewBoss
Station Pant
Comfortable, durable, and protective, the CrewBoss NFPA 1975 
certified Station Wear Pant looks good while getting the job 
done. With a permanent crease, and exceptional color fastness, 
these pants will give you and your team a crisp and professional 
appearance that will last year after year.  
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWP1219
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWP1215
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWP1209
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWP1204
6.8 oz. Nomex | Navy Twill | SWP1212
6.8 oz. Nomex | Black | SWP1213
Relaxed fit available, call for more information.

See page 24 for greater detail regarding fabric and color options.
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CrewBoss
Class B Shirt
As the most visible part of a uniform, a class B shirt needs to be crisp and 
professional, while still providing superior protection and functionality. 
FR rated class B Shirts will not melt or catch fire under turnout gear, and 
retain their color substantially longer than traditional cotton station wear.
Short Sleeves
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWS0338
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWS0339
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Gray | SWS0340
4.5 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0302
4.5 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0303
4.5 oz. Nomex | Black | SWS0361
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0304
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0309
Long Sleeves
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWS0438
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWS0439
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Gray | SWS0440
4.5 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0402
4.5 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0403
4.5 oz. Nomex | Black | SWS0461
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0404
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0409

Optional Western Yoke Style
Short Sleeves
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWS0738
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWS0739
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Gray | SWS0740
4.5 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0702
4.5 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0703
4.5 oz. Nomex | Black | SWS0761
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0704
Long Sleeves
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWS0838
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWS0839
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Gray | SWS0840
4.5 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0802
4.5 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0803
4.5 oz. Nomex | Black | SWS0861
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0804
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0809

See page 24 for greater detail regarding fabric and color options.
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Dual Compliant
Uniform Pant

The CrewBoss Dual Compliant Uniform Pant (DCU) is ideal for departments that want to 
maintain a classic uniform look, while still enjoying the benefits of a pant that is certified 
to both NFPA 1975 and 1977. Dual compliant pants allow for faster response times to 
wildland fires by removing the need for turnout pants, wildland overpants, or a change into 
wildland specific PPE. They also cut back on heat exhaustion by offering a higher THL than 
a traditional double layer wildland system, which allows you to stay in the fight longer.
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWP1019
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWP1009 
6.0 oz. Nomex IIIA Twill | Navy | SWP1004 
6.8 oz. Nomex IIIA Twill | Navy | SWP1012 
6.8 oz. Nomex IIIA Twill | Black | SWP1013
Pocket and closure options available, call for more information.
See page 24 for greater detail regarding fabric and color options.



Tactical Uniform
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CrewBoss Gen II Uniform
& Tactical Pant
The CrewBoss Gen II Uniform Pant sets new standards for fire protection and breathability. Certified to both NFPA 1977 and 1975, this 
pant combines a modernized station wear look, with the wildland functionality that you would expect from a CrewBoss Brush Pant. The 
Gen II Pant is avaiIable in a 4 pocket Uniform style, and a 6 pocket Tactical style.
Tactical
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWP0619   
7.5 oz. S469 | Midnight Navy Twill | SWP0624    
7.5 oz. S469 | Black Twill | SWP0621
Relaxed fit available (both styles), call for more information..

The Gen II system was 
created in conjunction 
with the US Department 
of Homeland Security, the 
Army’s Natick research 
center, and numerous other 
government agencies. The 
goal of the program was to 
develop garments that could 
offer optimal protection 
against the risks faced by 
modern wildland firefighters. 
Flame resistance was 
a priority, but a high 
emphasis was also placed 
on breathability to reduce 
the risk of heat stroke 
and exhaustion in warm 
environments.

The program set high 
standards, all of which are 
met or exceeded by the 
CrewBoss Gen II Garment 
System.

Uniform
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWP0419
7.5 oz. S469 Nomex | Midnight Navy Twill | SWP0424
7.5 oz. S469 Nomex | Black Twill | SWP0421 
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All of the great features of the 
CrewBoss Class B Shirt, now available 
in a more tailored women’s fit. 
Short Sleeves
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWS0338F
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWS0339F
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Gray | SWS0340F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0302F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0303F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Black | SWS0361F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0304F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0309F
Long Sleeves
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWS0438F
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWS0439F
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Gray | SWS0440F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0402F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0403F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Black | SWS0461F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0404F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0409F

Optional Western Yoke Style
Short Sleeves
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWS0738F
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWS0739F
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Gray | SWS0740F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0702F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0703F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Black | SWS0761F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0704F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0709F
Long Sleeves
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWS0838F
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWS0839F
5.8 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Gray | SWS0840F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0802F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0803F
4.5 oz. Nomex | Black | SWS0861F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWS0804F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWS0809F

See page 24 for greater detail regarding fabric and color options.

We lowered the rise and added room in the thighs to 
make the most comfortable women’s station pant yet.
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWP1219F
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWP1215F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWP1209F
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWP1204F
6.8 oz. Nomex | Navy Twill | SWP1212
6.8 oz. Nomex | Black | SWP1213F
Curvy fit available, call for more information.

After countless wear trials and extensive feedback from 
end-users, we have developed a Class B Shirt and a Station 
Pant that are specifically tailored for female firefighters.
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Station Polo
The CrewBoss Station Polo is the first garment in a new class of performance uniforms that refuse to compromise between comfort and 
protection. This NFPA 1975 certified garment is truly a work shirt loaded with fire service specific features, and made out of a wicking fabric 
that will keep you cool and dry. Most importantly, unlike poly/cotton blend polos, this one will not burn, melt or drip when exposed to high 
temperatures.
Short Sleeves
6.7 oz. Tecasafe Plus Swiss Pique | Navy | SWS2088
6.7 oz. Tecasafe Plus Swiss Pique | Gray | SWS2089  

Long Sleeves
6.7 oz. Tecasafe Plus Swiss Pique | Navy | SWS2188
6.7 oz. Tecasafe Plus Swiss Pique | Gray | SWS2189 

See page 24 for greater detail regarding fabric and color options.
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Long Sleeves
6.7 oz. Tecasafe Plus Swiss Pique | Navy | SWS2188
6.7 oz. Tecasafe Plus Swiss Pique | Gray | SWS2189 

See page 24 for greater detail regarding fabric and color options.
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Fire Rescue Coat
Engineered to meet various performance requirements, preferences, and budgets. The Fire Rescue Coat 
offers several fabric and color options to best suit any department’s needs.* 
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW Blue Top | 7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW Yellow Bottom | IFC02C1 
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW Spruce Top | 7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW Yellow Bottom | IFC02C2
6.8 oz. Nomex IIIA Blue Top | 6.0 oz. Nomex IIIA Yellow | IFC02B1 
6.8 oz. Nomex IIIA Spruce Top | 6.0 oz. Nomex IIIA Yellow | IFC02B2
7.0 oz. Advance Blue Top | 6.0 oz. Nomex IIIA Yellow | IFC02A1 
7.0 oz. Advance Spruce Top | 6.0 oz. Nomex IIIA Yellow | IFC02A2 
7.0 oz. Advance Blue Top | 7.0 oz. Advance Yellow | IFC02A3 
Optional button-in Liner | 7.0 oz. Tecasafe Liner | Blue | IFL0119

*minimum orders apply, call for details
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Station Shorts
The CrewBoss NFPA 1975 certified Station Shorts offer the same great features as our Station Pants, in a more summer 
friendly package. Unlike shorts made from cotton or poly blend fabrics, these will retain their color fastness, and won’t melt, 
drip or char.
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWP2019
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWP2015
6.0 oz. Nomex | Midnight Navy | SWP2009
6.0 oz. Nomex | Navy | SWP2004
6.8 oz. Nomex | Navy Twill| SWP2012
6.8 oz. Nomex | Black | SWP2013
Pocket options available, call for more information.              See page 24 for greater detail regarding fabric and color options.
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Station Jacket
Classic style meets modern protection with the CrewBoss NFPA 1975 certified Station Jacket. 
This comfortable garment is an ideal choice for work around the firehouse during colder 
months when an extra layer is required. Features include a bi-swing back for ease of motion, 
a chest welt pocket, and a heavy duty brass zipper for durability.
7.0 oz Tecasafe Plus SW | Midnight Navy | SWC0119
7.0 oz Tecasafe Plus SW | Black | SWC0115
6.8 oz Nomex | Navy Twill | SWC0112
6.8 oz Nomex | Black Twill | SWC0113
7.5 oz Nomex | Navy Plain Weave | SWC0111
7.7 oz S469 Nomex | Midnight Navy Twill | SWC0124
7.7 oz S469 Nomex | Black Twill | SWC0121

See page 24 for greater detail regarding fabric and color options.
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This innovative jacket was designed to keep you warm and safe through a 
wide variety of calls during colder months. The CrewBoss Hi-Viz Rescue 
Jacket exceeds the ANSI 107 standard for visibility in all conditions, allowing 
you to respond to roadside incidents without the need for a traffic vest. 
This jacket is also available with an optional blood-borne pathogen liner 
that meets the requirements for the NFPA 1999 standard, but has not been 
certified.
7.0 oz. Tecasafe Plus SW | Hi-Viz Top | 6.0 oz. Nomex IIIA | 
Navy Bottom | IFC23C3
Stedair EMS blood borne pathogen liner | IFL0381
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Technical
Rescue
Ensemble
Dual certified to NFPA 1951 and 1977 - Coming April 2017



Respond to the vast majority of calls with the CrewBoss Technical 
Rescue Ensemble. Built with Tencate’s Defender M, this PPE system 
is dual certified to NFPA 1951 and 1977, making it the ideal single 
layer alternative to turnouts for non-structural incidents. 

See page 24 for greater detail regarding fabric and color options
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Technical
Rescue
Ensemble
Dual certified to NFPA 1951 and 1977 - Coming April 2017
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Rehab 
Trailer Kit
The CrewBoss Fire Rehab Trailer was designed from the ground up to meet 
the NFPA 1584 rehab standard. It provides everything you need to run a full 
scale firefighter rehabilitation operation and  can be operational on-scene in 
just minutes.

This custom designed support trailer stores and transports everything from 
both the Vehicle and Cart Kits.

Utilize the trailer as an EMS treatment room with enough seating capacity 
for four firefighters and an EMT, or a single gurney and multiple personnel.
A few features of the Rehab Trailer include:
• All WHELEN LED  interior/exterior lighting
• On board 12v D/C battery system
• Completely washable interior surfaces simplify decon and sterilization
Standard Sizes
Large: 8’ x 20’
Medium: 7’ x 14’
Small: 6’ x 10’
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Rehab Cart Kit
The Rehab Cart Kit packages all of the components from the Rehab 
Vehicle Kit into a heavy duty steel cart to simplify transportation and 
storage. In addition to the previously listed equipment, the Rehab Cart 
Kit also includes a misting fan, portable sink, water cooler with cup 
dispenser, multiple ground tarps, and storage for clothing, blankets, 
food, and water.

Rehab Vehicle Kit
The Rehab Vehicle Kit fulfills the NFPA 1584 rehab requirements while 
being small enough to be transported by a pickup, SUV or fire apparatus. 
The kit includes a CB16 Shelter, seating for responders, a toilet with 
separate privacy shelter, a portable hand washing station, and other 
accessories to help your team rejoin the fight.

CB16 Shelter 
Based on the proven Western Shelter design, the CB16 Shelter provides 
212 sq ft of protected space to get your team out of the weather or the 
smoke from a fire. Two personnel can rapidly deploy the CB16 without 
the use of tools or additional equipment. This shelter is an integral part 
of all three kits.



6.5 oz. Defender M
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7.0 oz. Tecasafe® Plus SW Midnight Navy

6.8 oz. Nomex® Black 6.8 oz. Nomex® Twill Navy

6.7 oz. Tecasafe® Plus Swiss Pique Navy

Nomex®
Nomex has been a fixture in the fire service for 
half a century. Garments made from Nomex are 
inherently flame-resistant and won’t melt, drip, 
or support combustion in the air. The thermal 
protection offered by Nomex is permanent, and 
cannot be washed out or worn away. Nomex is 
a tough, durable fabric that lasts substantially 
longer than cotton alternatives.

Tecasafe® Plus Swiss Pique
Tecasafe Plus Swiss Pique proves that comfort 
does not have to come at the expense of 
protection. This inherently FR material was 
developed as a safer alternative to cotton or 
polyblend knits, and will not ignite, melt, or 
drip when exposed to high heat. Tecasafe Plus 
Swiss Pique comes with Tencate’s Coolderm 
Technology built in, resulting in exceptional  
moisture wicking qualities and user comfort 
during hot weather. It was also engineered with 
superior color fastness and durability in mind, 
to stand up to years of abuse and multiple 
launderings.

Defender M
Battle proven in Iraq and Afghanistan, this 
military grade fabric brings a long list of benefits 
to the CrewBoss Technical Rescue Ensemble. 
Defender M offers strength, exceptional moisture 
management, and dependable flame protection.

Embroidery
CrewBoss offers in-house embroidery to simplify 
your uniform procurement process. Ask us about 
adding departmental insignia and individual 
identification to your next station wear order.

Tencate Tecasafe® Plus SW
Making the best FR station wear requires the best 
FR fabrics. That is why CrewBoss is partnered 
with Tencate Protective Fabrics to bring the most 
innovative materials to the fire service. We were 
the first station wear brand to offer Tecasafe Plus 
SW. This revolutionary inherently fire resistant 
material maximizes comfort, protection, and 
appearance, while still being cost effective. Using 
patented Coolderm Technology, Tecasafe Plus SW 
wicks moisture from the skin, keeping you cooler 
in the summer, and warmer in the winter. This 
advanced material also has the strength to stand 
up to the washing machine, with the strongest 
color fastness on the market your clothes will 
stay the same color for far longer than competing 
fabrics. This advanced material is also engineered 
to stand up to repeated launderings and retain its 
color wash after wash.

Station 
Fabrics
& Options

6.7 oz. Tecasafe® Plus Swiss Pique Gray

6.8 oz. Nomex® Midnight Navy

7.0 oz.Tecasafe® Plus SW Black

7.0 oz. Tecasafe® Plus SW Gray
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Station 
Fabrics
& Options Chest

Seat

Waist

Sleeve

Inseam

Sizing
Sleeves: Measure from center back at neck base along shoulder and down arm to wrist with 
a slightly bent elbow.
Inseam: Measure from base of crotch down inside of leg to desired pant length.

Refund & Exchange Policy
Your complete satisfaction is our priority. If you are not fully satisfied with your CrewBoss 
product for any reason simply return it within 45 days of invoice date. We will refund the full 
purchase price (less shipping & handling) or exchange for another size or style. All returns 
must be unworn, unlaundered, and have all manufacturers tags attached. All returns and 
are subject to final inspection at our Eugene facility prior to a refund or exchange being 
processed.  

Garment Defects
Any defect claims must be made within 1 year of the date of manufacture, which is located 
on the certification label inside every CrewBoss garment. All claims must be accompanied 
by proof of defect via either physical return of the defective garment or electronic images 
in order for us to most effectively determine the cause of the defect. Once a garment is 
determined to be defective, we will either replace or repair the garment. In the event of a 
replacement we may require that the item is returned to our facility. 

Proper Use
To ensure a correct fit, try on a garment prior to washing or service. Garment should be 
loose fitting, nonrestrictive of movement, and interface properly with other equipment so 
that full coverage is maintained. Apply garment to body and secure all fastening systems 
such as zippers, snaps, buttons and hook and loop. 

Maintenance, Cleaning and Repair
Secure all fastening systems and turn garments inside out prior to washing. Machine wash garment with heavy duty detergent in hot water (140° F/60° C). Do not use Chlorine 
bleach or detergents containing chlorine bleach as they will deteriorate the protective properties of the fabric. Tumble dry garment on low heat. Do not line-dry in sunlight. 
After cleaning, garment should be inspected for any thread breaks, ruptured seams, fabric tears, thermal damage, missing hardware and mal-functioning closure systems. Any 
repairs made must use recognized components. Garment should be thoroughly cleaned, dried and inspected before and after each service. Garment should be stored in a dry 
place away from direct sunlight. Garments that have been exposed to chemical or biological contamination should be sealed in an airtight and moisture proof bag to prevent 
the spread of contaminates to other support personnel and equipment.

For additional sleeve, hem, inseam, and fit options, 
please contact customer service:
Phone: 541.743.4112     Email: sales@crewbossppe.com

Classic Brush | Interface Pants: Please choose 
one option from both waist (step 1) and inseam 
(step 2) for the appropriate fit. 

Step 1: Waist Step 2: Inseam

Small 27” - 30” 28”

Medium 31” - 34” 30”

Large 35” - 38” 32” 

X-Large 39” - 42” 34”

XX-Large 43” - 46” 36” 

XXX-Large 47” - 50” 38”

Brush Shirts | Coats: Please choose one option 
from both chest (step 1) and sleeve (step 2) for the 
appropriate fit. 

Size Step 1: Chest Step 2: Sleeve

Small 34” - 36” 32”

Medium 38” - 40” 33”

Large 42”- 44” 34”

X-Large 46” - 48” 35”

XX-Large 50” - 52” 36”

XXX-Large 54” - 56” 37”

Coveralls: Please choose one option from both chest 
(step 1) and height (step 2) for the appropriate fit.

Step 1: Chest Step 2: Height

Small 36” - 38” Short 5’4” - 5’7”

Medium 40” - 42” Regular 5’8” - 6’0”

Large 44”- 46” Tall 6’1” - 6’4”

X-Large 48” - 50”

XX-Large 52” - 54”

XXX-Large 56” - 58”

Elite | Gen II | Station Wear Pants: Please choose 
one option from both waist (step 1) and inseam 
(step 2) for the appropriate fit. 

Step 1: Waist

Available in even increments 28” - 48” 

Step 2: Inseam

Available in even increments 28” - 38”

Men’s Uniform Shirts

Chest

Available in even increments 28” - 60” 

Women’s Uniform Shirts

Size Bust Sleeve

8 34” 29.5”

10 35”

12 36” 30”

14 37.5

16 39” 30.5”

18 40.5”

20 42.5” 31”

22 44.5”

24 46.5” 31.5”

26 49.5”

28 52.5” 32”

30 55.5”

Women’s Uniform Pants

Size Waist Seat Inseam

8 29” 36” Short
5’1” - 5’4”

26

10 30” 37”

12 31” 38” 28

14 32.5” 39.5”

16 34” 41” Regular
5’5” - 5’8”

30

18 35.5” 42.5”

20 37.5” 44.5” 32

22 39.5” 46.5”

24 41.5” 48.5” Tall
5’9” - 6’0”

34

26 44.5” 51.5”

28 47.5” 54.5” 36

30 50.5” 57.5”


